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George Berkowski, serial entrepreneur and one of the minds behind the
internationally successful taxi hailing app Hailo, is the expert on
mobile apps. In this free digital ebook companion to How To Build a
Billion Dollar App, he includes an outline of the entire book and the
chapters from step 1 of the journey, 'Building and Founding a Team',
'Validating Your Product' and 'Raising Seed Funding'. Through his
experience, research and insights, readers will receive the beginning
they need to start creating their very own Billion Dollar app!
Fraser Doherty s 48-Hour-Start-Up is a handy and essential cheat sheet
to starting your own business giving the key steps for developing an
idea and getting it to market quickly. Almost everyone dreams of
starting their own business but very few do. But what if it only had
to be a decision of a weekend and it didn t cost a fortune? In the 48Hour-Start-up, Fraser Doherty uses his experience building a multi
million dollar company to attempt an experiment; starting with a blank
piece of paper, he sets out to start a profitable new business over a
weekend, without relying on any technical ability whatsoever. He
succeeds and you can, too. By following his journey, in which Fraser
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shares all of his lessons and mistakes, he will explain all of the
shortcuts and online tools that make it possible to: Come up with a
business idea without the guesswork Create a kick-ass brand, website
and on-line marketing campaign Promote your product The 48-Hour-Start
Up pioneers the idea of a microbusiness, a creative outlet, income
stream and business you can run in your spare time at the weekends
without having to quit the day-job.This book is perfect for Young
entrepreneurs Students learning about start-ups Established
entrepreneurs looking for shortcuts Teams within corporates who want
to create a more innovative and competitive environment"
From the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning history The Dead Hand
comes the riveting story of a spy who cracked open the Soviet military
research establishment and a penetrating portrait of the CIA’s Moscow
station, an outpost of daring espionage in the last years of the Cold
War While driving out of the American embassy in Moscow on the evening
of February 16, 1978, the chief of the CIA’s Moscow station heard a
knock on his car window. A man on the curb handed him an envelope
whose contents stunned U.S. intelligence: details of top-secret Soviet
research and developments in military technology that were totally
unknown to the United States. In the years that followed, the man,
Adolf Tolkachev, an engineer in a Soviet military design bureau, used
his high-level access to hand over tens of thousands of pages of
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technical secrets. His revelations allowed America to reshape its
weapons systems to defeat Soviet radar on the ground and in the air,
giving the United States near total superiority in the skies over
Europe. One of the most valuable spies to work for the United States
in the four decades of global confrontation with the Soviet Union,
Tolkachev took enormous personal risks—but so did the Americans. The
CIA had long struggled to recruit and run agents in Moscow, and
Tolkachev was a singular breakthrough. Using spy cameras and secret
codes as well as face-to-face meetings in parks and on street corners,
Tolkachev and his handlers succeeded for years in eluding the feared
KGB in its own backyard, until the day came when a shocking betrayal
put them all at risk. Drawing on previously secret documents obtained
from the CIA and on interviews with participants, David Hoffman has
created an unprecedented and poignant portrait of Tolkachev, a man
motivated by the depredations of the Soviet state to master the craft
of spying against his own country. Stirring, unpredictable, and at
times unbearably tense, The Billion Dollar Spy is a brilliant feat of
reporting that unfolds like an espionage thriller.
John McCarthy MBE, of McCarthy & Stone, is a self-made
multimillionaire. He and his family have been long-term members of The
Times Rich List. One of the best examples of the self-made man, John
started working life at fifteen as a "chippy". Every venture he has
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embarked on, he has achieved with drive and success. His legendary
reputation is as the most successful builder of retirement homes
across Europe. He has also built and skippered winning ocean-racing
yachts. He has owned and run a top polo team. He became a big game
hunter and avid game bird shooter, underwater diver, skier and squash
player. He makes other septuagenarians look really old. In this book
John McCarthy recounts his fascinating life story so far. But these
are not just the interesting memoirs of a successful man. John's
tussles with bankers and lawyers, planners and politicians, Government
red tape and political autocracy, competitors and recalcitrant
employees tell a story that has real relevance to all aspiring
entrepreneurs in whatever field of endeavour. John McCarthy's rules of
engagement and how to build a billion pound company are as topical now
as they were when he did it.
Game-Changing Strategies to Build Billion-Dollar Businesses
Grow Any Business, Achieve Financial Freedom, and Live an
Extraordinary Life
61 Rules Entrepreneurs Need to Know to Grow a Government Contracting
Business
iOS App Development For Dummies
A Joosr Guide to ... How to Build a Billion Dollar App by George
Berkowski
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The Answer
30 Days to Launch!
Managing the Dragon

Unicorn is a word used in the venture funds industry to indicate a tech startup
with a total market value of over $1 billion. The name was first used and
popularized by Aileen Lee, a venture entrepreneur and founder of CowboyVC - a
seed-stage investment fund based in Palo Alto, California. Why are stockholders
crazy about "billion-dollar outcomes"? Because the largest investment funds
have always driven revenues from their ownership in just several companies,
only to invest them back into a pool of many new promising businesses. Now
there is a new revolutionary game-changing way to build bigger, stronger, faster,
smarter, safer, easier, leaner, richer, nimbler, cheaper, Billion-dollar Tech
Startups. If you looking for a new way to invest and build wealth without risk and
with no money then you have found the right place. This book will illustrate
clearly those unicorn billion-dollar tech businesses. Then, you could make your
own decision for investment.
How to Build a Billion Dollar Company from Scratch is the story of how Harry E.
Figgie Jr. took a struggling $23 million sprinkler company and turned it into a
$1.3 billion diversified corporation. As this Entrepreneurial Handbook
demonstrates, the principles he used have never gone out of style, and are
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being used today to create another diversified enterprise.
Launching a business may seem like no easy task. It can seem completely
bewildering, overwhelming, almost impossible. Where do you even start? And
once you start, what do you do next? With this remarkable book, the impossible
is possible. If you have an idea, a spark of a dream, but you're stalling on how to
make it a reality, then this book will show you how to do so--one day at a time.
There are so many young, hungry entrepreneurs in this world waiting for their
big break. The simple secret that most of them haven't discovered is that while
they have an insatiable appetite to perfect their idea or product before
launching, the real progress only comes one way: by doing the work. A goal
without a detailed plan is just a dream, one that will probably turn into a
nightmare. This process will help you define your goals and create a plan to see
them to fruition. Rick's philosophy for business is quite simple: granular
changes every day--hitting singles instead of finding yourself at home plate, in
the bottom of the ninth, with two outs and the do-or- die pressure to hit a grand
slam. This book is a start-up boot camp. Should you choose to accept this
mission, you will spend the next thirty days jump-starting your business. Are
you willing to take massive action, ready to make mistakes, fail forward fast, and
start taking control of your own life? If so, it's thirty days - let's do this!
The federal professional services market is one of the world’s largest, and one
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of the most competitive. Companies struggle to compete and prosper. In Zero to
a Billion, David Kriegman, former SRA International executive, presents
techniques to help companies succeed where many have failed. His book goes
beyond standard compliance books to provide answers to questions like these:
Why do some companies grow while others stagnate or go out of business?
How do you differentiate yourself and compete with much larger companies?
Why do you lose work when the customer says you are doing a good job? How
do you attract, retain, and motivate top talent? Why do some acquisitions
succeed while others are considered less than a success or even a failure?
Kriegman draws on his thirty years of experience to illustrate the essential
lessons of strategy, business development, cultural issues and operations with
real-world examples and actionable ideas. The book is recommended for new
and mid-career managers as well as seasoned executives.
E-Book Companion To How To Build A Billion Dollar App
Billion Dollar Apps
What You Can Learn from the Most Inexcusable Business Failures of the Last 25
Ye ars
Building Ontologies with Basic Formal Ontology
Billion-Dollar Fish
One Billion Americans
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The Snapchat Story
The Billion Dollar Spy
Managers of multinational organizations are struggling to win the strategic competition for the
hearts and minds of external stakeholders. These stakeholders differ fundamentally in their
worldview, their understanding of the market economy and their aspirations and fears for the
future. Their collective opinions of managers and corporations will shape the competitive
landscape of the global economy and have serious consequences for businesses that fail to
meet their expectations. This important new book argues that the strategic management of
relationships with external stakeholders – what the author calls "Corporate Diplomacy" – is not
just canny PR, but creates real and lasting business value.Using a mix of colourful examples,
practically relevant tools and considered perspectives, the book hones in on a fundamental
challenge that managers of multinational corporations face as they strive to compete in the
21st century. As falling communication costs shrink, the distance between external
stakeholders and shareholder value is increasingly created and protected through a strategic
integration of the external stakeholder facing functions. These include government affairs,
stakeholder relations, sustainability, enterprise risk management, community relations and
corporate communications. Through such integration, the place where business, politics and
society intersect need not be a source of nasty surprises or unexpected expenses. Most of the
firms profiled in the book are now at the frontier of corporate diplomacy. But they didn’t start
there. Many of them were motivated by past failings. They fell into conflicts with critical
stakeholders – politicians, communities, NGO staffers, or activists – and they suffered. They
experienced delays or disruptions to their operations, higher costs, angry customers, or
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thwarted attempts at expansion. Eventually, the managers of these companies developed
smarter strategies for stakeholder engagement. They became corporate diplomats. The book
draws on their experiences to take the reader to the forefront of stakeholder engagement and
to highlight the six elements of corprate diplomacy.
Why it takes more than microloans to empower women and promote sustainable, inclusive
economic growth. Nearly one billion women have been completely excluded from the formal
financial system. Without even a bank account in their own names, they lack the basic services
that most of us take for granted—secure ways to save money, pay bills, and get credit.
Exclusion from the formal financial system means they are economic outsiders, unable to
benefit from, or contribute to, economic growth. Microfinance has been hailed as an economic
lifeline for women in developing countries—but, as Mary Ellen Iskenderian shows in this book,
it takes more than microloans to empower women and promote sustainable, inclusive
economic growth. Iskenderian, who leads a nonprofit that works to give women access to the
financial system, argues that the banking industry should view these one billion “unbanked”
women not as charity cases but as a business opportunity: a lucrative new market of small
business owners, heads of households, and purchasers of financial products and services.
Iskenderian shows how financial inclusion can be transformative for the lives of women in
developing countries, describing, among other things, the informal moneylenders and savings
clubs that women have relied on, the need for both financial and digital literacy (and access) as
mobile phones become a means of banking, and the importance of women’s property rights.
She goes on to make the business case for financial inclusion, exploring the ways that financial
institutions are adapting to help women build wealth, access capital, and manage risks. Banks
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can do the right thing—and make money while doing so—and all of us can benefit.
BERNT ULLMANN, often referred to as "the man behind the brands", has been a trusted brand
acceleration expert helping generate over 6 billion dollars in global sales so far in his career.
With over thirty years experience as a corporate executive of major fashion brands, Ullmann's
portfolio includes brand development and management including licensing and distribution,
modernization, and global expansion for fashion moguls such as Daymond John, Eddie
Lampert, and Tommy Hilfiger. He has also contributed to successful launches of platform
expanding brands for celebrity clients like Jennifer Lopez, Adam Levine, Nicki Minaj, and many
others. IN HIS DEBUT BOOK, The Billion Dollar Branding Blueprint, Ullmann shares his
expertise in a systematic seven-step process to help entrepreneurs, no matter who, launch
their brand successfully. This book is a step by step, easy to follow blueprint to achieve
business acceleration and create lasting wealth.
Better Branding, Better Benefits Marketing techniques, retailers, and distribution channels have
changed dramatically since authors RICK CESARI and BARB WESTFIELD started in the
business of brand building and direct response advertising twenty-five-plus years ago, and
they will continue to change, but over their combined years of experience, Rick and Barb have
found that five key strategies have remained constant: 1 Utilizing your "unique selling
proposition," or USP; 2 Creating a name and market position for your product or business; 3
Under-promising and over-delivering; 4 Listening to your customers to develop world-class
customer service and powerful testimonials that will sell for you 24/7, and 5 Direct branding
selling--the best way to brand for most small businesses and startups. In this book, Rick and
Barb will expand on these simple brand-building keys and show you how they built brands like
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GoPro, the George Foreman Grill, Sonicare, and others using these keys, and how you, too,
can put them to use immediately in your business or new product launch.
A New Revolutionary Game-Changing Way To Build A Billion-dollar Tech Startup: Majority Of
Equity
7 Steps to Building a Brand and Accelerating Your Wealth
Billion Dollar Start-Up
When Building a Billion Dollar Company
Billion Dollar Portfolio
How to Build a Million Dollar App
Super Founders
Startup Business
A Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller: This "vivid" inside story of WeWork and its CEO
tells the remarkable saga of one of the most audacious, and improbable, rises and falls in
American business history (Ken Auletta). Christened a potential savior of Silicon Valley's
startup culture, Adam Neumann was set to take WeWork, his office share company disrupting
the commercial real estate market, public, cash out on the company's forty-seven billion dollar
valuation, and break the string of major startups unable to deliver to shareholders. But as
employees knew, and investors soon found out, WeWork's capital was built on promises that
the company was more than a real estate purveyor, that in fact it was a transformational
technology company. Veteran journalist Reeves Weideman dives deep into WeWork and it
CEO's astronomical rise, from the marijuana and tequila-filled board rooms to cult-like
company summer camps and consciousness-raising with Anthony Kiedis. Billion Dollar Loser
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is a character-driven business narrative that captures, through the fascinating psyche of a
billionaire founder and his wife and co-founder, the slippery state of global capitalism. A Wall
Street Journal Business Bestseller “Vivid, carefully reported drama that readers will gulp down
as if it were a fast-paced novel” (Ken Auletta)
The former Apple CEO “delivers a clear message to individuals, entrepreneurs, and
corporations: change . . . or wither” (Booklist). The future belongs to those who see the
possibilities before they become obvious. This is the most exciting time ever to be part of the
business world. Throughout history, there are some events that stand out as so
groundbreaking that they completely change life as we know it. The Apollo moon landing of
1961 was one of those events—the invention of the Apple personal computer was another. In
this book, John Sculley, former CEO of both Pepsi and Apple, discusses an era that is giving
birth to numerous groundbreaking events and inventions—moonshots—that will change the way
we live and work for generations to come. He offers wisdom for a new breed of innovative
entrepreneurs to build businesses across industries that will bring in billions of dollars—while
changing people’s lives for the better. Moonshot! lays out a roadmap for building a truly
transformative business, beginning with a can’t-fail concept and drawing on clear examples
from companies who’ve done innovation right.
After a highly successful career on Wall Street, in the early 1990s Jack Perkowski needed a
new challenge. Having decided that China would be the future, he set about investigating this
little-known market and the business opportunities it offered. Before long, Jack set up
ASIMCO, a manufacturing business specializing in car components, which now has an annual
turnover of over $500 million. In Managing the Dragon Jack provides an insider's view of
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China, its many peculiarities and working practices. For example, we see how China's
economy and government are highly decentralized and how the country tends to operate like a
series of villages spread across a vast landscape; we discover how much influence 'the Party'
has on the banks, and how economic incentives at local government level causes China to
create overcapacity in virtually every industry. This may explain why the country has, almost
single-handedly, placed the entire world in a cost / price squeeze. Managing the Dragon is a
revealing and thought-provoking memoir offering a fresh perspective on a country at the dawn
of a new age. Through its colourful narrative it also tells the story of one of the most influential
and pioneering entrepreneurs of today.
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO BUILDING AN APP-BASED BUSINESS - NOW REVISED AND
UPDATED FOR 2017 'A must read for anyone who wants to start a mobile app business'
Riccardo Zacconi, founder and CEO King Digital (maker of Candy Crush Saga) 'A fascinating
deep dive into the world of billion-dollar apps. Essential reading for anyone trying to build the
next must-have app' Michael Acton Smith, Founder and CEO, Mind Candy Apps have changed
the way we communicate, shop, play, interact and travel and their phenomenal popularity has
presented possibly the biggest business opportunity in history. In How to Build a Billion Dollar
App, serial tech entrepreneur George Berkowski gives you exclusive access to the secrets
behind the success of the select group of apps that have achieved billion-dollar success.
Berkowski draws exclusively on the inside stories of the billion-dollar app club members,
including Instagram, Whatsapp, Snapchat, Candy Crush and Uber to provide all the
information you need to create your own spectacularly successful mobile business. He guides
you through each step, from an idea scribbled on the back of an envelope, through to finding a
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cofounder, building a team, attracting (and keeping) millions of users, all the way through to
juggling the pressures of being CEO of a billion-dollar company (and still staying ahead of the
competition). If you've ever dreamed of quitting your nine to five job to launch your own
company, you're a gifted developer, seasoned entrepreneur or just intrigued by mobile
technology, How to Build a Billion Dollar App will show you what it really takes to create your
own billion-dollar, mobile business.
How to Create a Million Dollar App
There's Nothing Micro about a Billion Women
App Secrets
Building Reputations and Relationships with External Stakeholders
The Epic Rise and Spectacular Fall of Adam Neumann and WeWork
Blueprint to a Billion
How to Build a Billion Dollar App
Corporate Diplomacy
"The Lean Entrepreneur" banishes the "Myth of the Visionary" and
shows you how you can implement proven, actionable techniques to
create products and disrupt existing markets on your way to
entrepreneurial success. This guide combines the concepts of customer
insight, rapid experimentation, and actionable data from the Lean
Startup methodology to allow individuals, teams, or even entire
companies to solve problems, create value, and ramp up their vision
quickly and efficiently.
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A key team member behind The Secret and his business partner offer
the specific tools and mental strategies to help readers leap ahead
in any career or business venture and achieve major financial
success. In this visionary work, New York Times bestselling author
John Assaraf and business guru Murray Smith reinvent the business
book for the twenty-first century. Two of the most successful
entrepreneurs in the world, they combine forces to bring their
special insights and techniques together in a revolutionary guide for
success in the modern business environment. Assaraf and Smith know
how to minimize risk and maximize success, and The Answer provides a
framework for sharing their wisdom, experience, and skills with the
millions of people who want to accomplish their own dreams in life.
Using cutting-edge research into brain science and quantum physics,
they show how readers can actually rewire their brains for success
and create the kind of extraordinary lives they want. By teaching
readers how to attract and use newly discovered "uncommon" senses to
achieve business success, the authors demonstrate the beliefs,
habits, thoughts, and actions that they have used to build eighteen
multimillion-dollar companies. Any reader who follows this step-bystep process to build his or her career will experience an enormous
life transformation and reach an exceptional level of living.
How to Build a Billion Dollar AppDiscover the Secrets of the Most
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Successful Entrepreneurs of Our TimePiatkus
Social media is coming for you? ready or not. It might be a viral
video or a rogue employee or a media query.Or it could be the POTUS,
singling out your company in a 2 a.m. Twitter rant.So this little
book will answer some big questions: Why does social media matter for
CEOs and how do I do it right?
What Data Reveals About Billion-Dollar Startups
Startup Business Plan
How Visionaries Create Products, Innovate with New Ventures, and
Disrupt Markets
Venture Capitalists at Work
48-Hour Start-Up
The Billion Dollar Branding Blueprint
Lessons to Grow a Billion-Dollar Company
Discover the Secrets of the Most Successful Entrepreneurs of Our Time

If you’ve got incredible iOS ideas, get this book and bring them to life! iOS 7 represents
the most significant update to Apple’s mobile operating system since the first iPhone
was released, and even the most seasoned app developers are looking for information on
how to take advantage of the latest iOS 7 features in their app designs. That’s where
iOS App Development For Dummies comes in! Whether you’re a programming
hobbyist wanting to build an app for fun or a professional developer looking to expand
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into the iOS market, this book will walk you through the fundamentals of building a
universal app that stands out in the iOS crowd. Walks you through joining Apple’s
developer program, downloading the latest SDK, and working with Apple’s developer
tools Explains the key differences between iPad and iPhone apps and how to use each
device’s features to your advantage Shows you how to design your app with the end
user in mind and create a fantastic user experience Covers using nib files, views, view
controllers, interface objects, gesture recognizers, and much more There’s no time like
now to tap into the power of iOS – start building the next big app today with help from
iOS App Development For Dummies!
It only took five years for two brothers-in-law to create a billion-dollar, award-winning,
take-no-prisoners cannabis company called HEXO. How did they do it? That’s the
story. From early roadblocks and devastating personal and financial setbacks to explosive
growth and some of the biggest cannabis deals in global history, Billion Dollar Start-Up
not only recounts the HEXO story but the history of Canada’s momentous road to
legalization. In this part fast-paced memoir, part high-octane business book, writer and
journalist Julie Beun gives us an intimate look at the life of a start-up and the ferocious
entrepreneurial drive it takes to succeed — written in real-time, as the story unfolded.
Throughout history, there have been fewer than 100 Canadians who have started a
company and lived to see it become worth one billion dollars. Adam Miron and
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Sébastien St-Louis are two of them. This is their story.
An introduction to the field of applied ontology with examples derived particularly from
biomedicine, covering theoretical components, design practices, and practical
applications. In the era of “big data,” science is increasingly information driven, and
the potential for computers to store, manage, and integrate massive amounts of data has
given rise to such new disciplinary fields as biomedical informatics. Applied ontology
offers a strategy for the organization of scientific information in computer-tractable form,
drawing on concepts not only from computer and information science but also from
linguistics, logic, and philosophy. This book provides an introduction to the field of
applied ontology that is of particular relevance to biomedicine, covering theoretical
components of ontologies, best practices for ontology design, and examples of biomedical
ontologies in use. After defining an ontology as a representation of the types of entities in
a given domain, the book distinguishes between different kinds of ontologies and
taxonomies, and shows how applied ontology draws on more traditional ideas from
metaphysics. It presents the core features of the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO), now used
by over one hundred ontology projects around the world, and offers examples of domain
ontologies that utilize BFO. The book also describes Web Ontology Language (OWL), a
common framework for Semantic Web technologies. Throughout, the book provides
concrete recommendations for the design and construction of domain ontologies.
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It is easy to dream up mobile app ideas, but very difficult to uncover and select apps that
will provide the most value to your business. The Billion Dollar Apps (BDA) process will
help your business identify the mobile app concepts capable of producing the highest
Return on App (ROA) in the least amount of time.
How to Turn Down a Billion Dollars
Ways To Build A Billion-Dollar Tech Startup: A Billion-Dollar Tech Startup
Building a Billion-Dollar Business in China
Building a Billion
The Case for Thinking Bigger
How to Build a Successful App That Worth a Million Dollar
The story of John McCarthy
Moonshot!
NATIONAL BESTSELLER What would actually make America great: more people. If the most
challenging crisis in living memory has shown us anything, it’s that America has lost the will
and the means to lead. We can’t compete with the huge population clusters of the global
marketplace by keeping our population static or letting it diminish, or with our crumbling
transit and unaffordable housing. The winner in the future world is going to have
more—more ideas, more ambition, more utilization of resources, more people. Exactly how
many Americans do we need to win? According to Matthew Yglesias, one billion. From one of
our foremost policy writers, One Billion Americans is the provocative yet logical argument
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that if we aren’t moving forward, we’re losing. Vox founder Yglesias invites us to think
bigger, while taking the problems of decline seriously. What really contributes to national
prosperity should not be controversial: supporting parents and children, welcoming
immigrants and their contributions, and exploring creative policies that support growth—like
more housing, better transportation, improved education, revitalized welfare, and climate
change mitigation. Drawing on examples and solutions from around the world, Yglesias
shows not only that we can do this, but why we must. Making the case for massive
population growth with analytic rigor and imagination, One Billion Americans issues a radical
but undeniable challenge: Why not do it all, and stay on top forever?
Alaska pollock is everywhere. If you’re eating fish but you don’t know what kind it is, it’s
almost certainly pollock. Prized for its generic fish taste, pollock masquerades as crab meat
in california rolls and seafood salads, and it feeds millions as fish sticks in school cafeterias
and Filet-O-Fish sandwiches at McDonald’s. That ubiquity has made pollock the most
lucrative fish harvest in America—the fishery in the United States alone has an annual value
of over one billion dollars. But even as the money rolls in, pollock is in trouble: in the last
few years, the pollock population has declined by more than half, and some scientists are
predicting the fishery’s eventual collapse. In Billion-Dollar Fish, Kevin M. Bailey combines his
years of firsthand pollock research with a remarkable talent for storytelling to offer the first
natural history of Alaska pollock. Crucial to understanding the pollock fishery, he shows, is
recognizing what aspects of its natural history make pollock so very desirable to fish, while
at the same time making it resilient, yet highly vulnerable to overfishing. Bailey delves into
the science, politics, and economics surrounding Alaska pollock in the Bering Sea, detailing
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the development of the fishery, the various political machinations that have led to its
current management, and, perhaps most important, its impending demise. He approaches
his subject from multiple angles, bringing in the perspectives of fishermen, politicians,
environmentalists, and biologists, and drawing on revealing interviews with players who
range from Greenpeace activists to fishing industry lawyers. Seamlessly weaving the biology
and ecology of pollock with the history and politics of the fishery, as well as Bailey’s own
often raucous tales about life at sea, Billion-Dollar Fish is a book for every person interested
in the troubled relationship between fish and humans, from the depths of the sea to the
dinner plate.
How to Build a Successful App That Worth a Million DollarApps have changed the way we
shop, communicate, interact and play, and travel, and their phenomenal popularity has
presented possibly the biggest business opportunity in history.In HOW TO BUILD A
SUCCESSFUL APP THAT WORTH A MILLION DOLLAR, serial tech entrepreneur Moubachir
gives you exclusive access to the secrets behind the success of the select group of apps
that have achieved billion-dollar success.DR. Moubachir draws exclusively on the inside
stories of the billion-dollar app entrepreneurs. To provide all the information you need to
create your own spectacularly successful mobile business. He guides you through each step,
from an idea scribbled on the back of an envelope, through successful entrepreneur's
stories, all the way through to juggling the competition.If you've ever dreamed of quitting
your day time job to launch your own startup company, you're a gifted developer, seasoned
entrepreneur or just intrigued by mobile technology, APP SECRETS; How to Build a Billion
Dollar App will show you what it takes to create your own billion-dollar, mobile business.
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Named a Best Book of 2018 by the Financial Times and Fortune, this "thrilling" (Bill Gates)
New York Times bestseller exposes how a "modern Gatsby" swindled over $5 billion with the
aid of Goldman Sachs in "the heist of the century" (Axios). Now a #1 international bestseller,
BILLION DOLLAR WHALE is "an epic tale of white-collar crime on a global scale" (Publishers
Weekly, starred review), revealing how a young social climber from Malaysia pulled off one
of the biggest heists in history. In 2009, a chubby, mild-mannered graduate of the University
of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business named Jho Low set in motion a fraud of
unprecedented gall and magnitude--one that would come to symbolize the next great threat
to the global financial system. Over a decade, Low, with the aid of Goldman Sachs and
others, siphoned billions of dollars from an investment fund--right under the nose of global
financial industry watchdogs. Low used the money to finance elections, purchase luxury real
estate, throw champagne-drenched parties, and even to finance Hollywood films like The
Wolf of Wall Street. By early 2019, with his yacht and private jet reportedly seized by
authorities and facing criminal charges in Malaysia and in the United States, Low had
become an international fugitive, even as the U.S. Department of Justice continued its
investigation. BILLION DOLLAR WHALE has joined the ranks of Liar's Poker, Den of Thieves,
and Bad Blood as a classic harrowing parable of hubris and greed in the financial world.
Billion Dollar Whale
The 4 Billion Dollar Tweet
Zero to a Billion
20 Principles of Billionaire Wealth and Success
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The Untold Story of Alaska Pollock
How VCs Identify and Build Billion-Dollar Successes
The Billion Dollar Secret
The brain ... There is no other part of the human anatomy that is so intriguing.
How does it develop and function and why does it sometimes, tragically,
degenerate? The answers are complex. In Discovering the Brain, science writer
Sandra Ackerman cuts through the complexity to bring this vital topic to the
public. The 1990s were declared the "Decade of the Brain" by former President
Bush, and the neuroscience community responded with a host of new
investigations and conferences. Discovering the Brain is based on the Institute of
Medicine conference, Decade of the Brain: Frontiers in Neuroscience and Brain
Research. Discovering the Brain is a "field guide" to the brain--an easy-to-read
discussion of the brain's physical structure and where functions such as language
and music appreciation lie. Ackerman examines How electrical and chemical
signals are conveyed in the brain. The mechanisms by which we see, hear, think,
and pay attention--and how a "gut feeling" actually originates in the brain.
Learning and memory retention, including parallels to computer memory and
what they might tell us about our own mental capacity. Development of the brain
throughout the life span, with a look at the aging brain. Ackerman provides an
enlightening chapter on the connection between the brain's physical condition
and various mental disorders and notes what progress can realistically be made
toward the prevention and treatment of stroke and other ailments. Finally, she
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explores the potential for major advances during the "Decade of the Brain," with a
look at medical imaging techniques--what various technologies can and cannot tell
us--and how the public and private sectors can contribute to continued advances
in neuroscience. This highly readable volume will provide the public and
policymakers--and many scientists as well--with a helpful guide to understanding
the many discoveries that are sure to be announced throughout the "Decade of
the Brain."
Whether you're just starting out or already a Fortune 500 giant, App Secrets is for
you. App Secrets will show you how to: - Turn Your App Idea into a Million-Dollar
Reality - Build Your App Business from the Ground Up and Love What You Do Escape Your 9-to-5 Job and Live the Life of Your Dreams - Impact the Lives of
Millions Across the World - And Lots More... All of the most successful apps,
including Candy Crush, Instagram, Airbnb, Uber, and Snapchat incorporate the
same fundamental traits. These elements are made easy to understand in what
Sean Casto calls "App Secrets," to drive breakout success and achieve explosive
growth. App Secrets uncovers how you can use these same strategies that today's
fastest growing apps use to create your own Million Dollar or even a Billion Dollar
app. You'll discover why some die and others succeed so you can avoid big
mistakes and develop big winners. You will learn, step-by-step, highly successful
methodologies, including: "Skyrocket Downloads Method" - Discover how apps
DOUBLE, TRIPLE, or even 10X downloads through strategic organic marketing
initiatives. This same method mastered by Flyp and TagFi can turn an app into a
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global phenomenon. "Viral App Blueprint"- Learn the specific blueprint of how
today's smartest apps like Pokemon Go and Uber go viral and become instantly
adopted by Millions. "Addiction Framework" - Discover the framework
championed by Candy Crush and Snapchat to get people addicted to using your
app every day, and making it indispensable.
Praise for BLUEPRINT TO A BILLION "A wonderful, well thought out analysis of
entrepreneurship and leadership of a growth company." —Howard Lester,
Chairman, Williams-Sonoma, Inc. "If you dream about growing your business to a
billion, this is a fascinating down-to-earth study that you must read. Apply the
seven essential principles to your business and you are off and running. Learn
about strategy, growth, leadership, team building, and a whole lot more." —Joe
Scarlett, Chairman of the Board, Tractor Supply Company "Blueprint to a Billion
is a well-researched and thoughtfully written book that quantifies the growth
pattern of America's highest growth companies." —Professor John Quelch, Senior
Associate Dean, Harvard Business School "Eighty percent of the top-performing
stocks in the last twenty years were small entrepreneurial companies that had an
IPO in the prior eight years. Blueprint to a Billion tells you the seven key things
these innovators did in common to become America's greatest growth
companies." —William J. O'Neil, Chairman and Founder Investor's Business Daily,
www.investors.com "Thomson has written a masterful work that will catalyze,
empower, inspire, motivate, and illuminate entrepreneurs, investors, and
policymakers. The world needs this book and will profit from it in manifold ways."
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—David M. Darst, Managing Director, Individual Investor Group Chief Investment
Strategist, Morgan Stanley
"In the grand tradition of Ben Mezrich's The Accidental Billionaires (2009)... an
engaging look into a fascinating subculture of millions." —Booklist "Breezy...How
to Turn Down a Billion Dollars ably if uncritically chronicles the short history of a
young company catering to young users, with a young chief executive, and
reveals, intentionally or not, the limitations that come with that combination."
—Wall Street Journal The improbable and exhilarating story of the rise of
Snapchat from a frat boy fantasy to a multi-billion dollar internet unicorn that has
dramatically changed the way we communicate. In 2013 Evan Spiegel, the brash
CEO of the social network Snapchat, and his co-founder Bobby Murphy stunned
the press when they walked away from a three-billion-dollar offer from Facebook:
how could an app teenagers use to text dirty photos dream of a higher valuation?
Was this hubris, or genius? In How to Turn Down a Billion Dollars, tech journalist
Billy Gallagher takes us inside the rise of one of Silicon Valley's hottest start-ups.
Snapchat developed from a simple wish for disappearing pictures as Stanford
junior Reggie Brown nursed regrets about photos he had sent. After an epic feud
between best friends, Brown lost his stake in the company, while Spiegel has gone
on to make a name for himself as a visionary—if ruthless—CEO worth billions,
linked to celebrities like Taylor Swift and his wife, Miranda Kerr. A fellow
Stanford undergrad and fraternity brother of the company’s founding trio,
Gallagher has covered Snapchat from the start. He brings unique access to a
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company Bloomberg Business called “a cipher in the Silicon Valley technology
community.” Gallagher offers insight into challenges Snapchat faces as it
transitions from a playful app to one of the tech industry’s preeminent public
companies. In the tradition of great business narratives, How to Turn Down a
Billion Dollars offers the definitive account of a company whose goal is no less
than to remake the future of entertainment.
An Entrepeneurial Handbook
Making Finance Work for Women
The Lean Entrepreneur
How to Create a Real Estate Empire
An Entrepreneurs Diary to Building a Billion Dollar Business
Discovering the Brain
How to Build a Billion Dollar Company from Scratch
Mixing Family and Business
Billionaires are extremely rare, and their mindset differs hugely from ordinary millionaires. The author
worked with some of the very best entrepreneurs and distilled their secrets into 20 principles that
enabled them to start from zero and create billions in value. This book gives you the roadmap to follow
their path to extreme wealth and success.
Super Founders uses a data-driven approach to understand what really differentiates billion-dollar
startups from the rest—revealing that nearly everything we thought was true about them is false! Ali
Tamaseb has spent thousands of hours manually amassing what may be the largest dataset ever collected
on startups, comparing billion-dollar startups with those that failed to become one—30,000 data points on
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nearly every factor: number of competitors, market size, the founder’s age, his or her university’s
ranking, quality of investors, fundraising time, and many, many more. And what he found looked far
different than expected. Just to mention a few: Most unicorn founders had no industry experience;
There's no disadvantage to being a solo founder or to being a non-technical CEO; Less than 15% went
through any kind of accelerator program; Over half had strong competitors when starting--being first to
market with an idea does not actually matter. You will also hear the stories of the early days of billiondollar startups first-hand. The book includes exclusive interviews with the founders/investors of Zoom,
Instacart, PayPal, Nest, Github, Flatiron Health, Kite Pharma, Facebook, Stripe, Airbnb, YouTube,
LinkedIn, Lyft, DoorDash, Coinbase, and Square, venture capital investors like Elad Gil, Peter Thiel,
Alfred Lin from Sequoia Capital and Keith Rabois of Founders Fund, as well as previously untold
stories about the early days of ByteDance (TikTok), WhatsApp, Dropbox, Discord, DiDi, Flipkart,
Instagram, Careem, Peloton, and SpaceX. Packed with counterintuitive insights and inside stories from
people who have built massively successful companies, Super Founders is a paradigm-shifting and
actionable guide for entrepreneurs, investors, and anyone interested in what makes a startup successful.
The goal of this book is simple: to provide inspiration to others, so they can build a solid business and
grow it into a billion-dollar company. Just as Richard Scrushy took this idea and turned it into a real,
tangible product, his book shows you how to take your big idea and turn it into a real, profitable venture.
It begins with a dream that you can only pursue by overcoming the fear of the unknown-obstacles,
failures, humiliations-whatever form they may take, they can no longer stand in your way. Let Scrushy
inspire and encourage you to take that first leap of faith. From there, it is a matter of making the math
work, finding the money to get the ball rolling, building the management team, and taking your idea all
the way to the top. Scrushy will show you what has worked for him in his two decades of experience,
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and he will help you avoid the same mistakes he made so that you can overcome obstacles on your climb
to the top. With Scrushy as your guide, you're sure to enjoy and learn from his life experience while
building your own billion-dollar company.
We admire them. We want to be them. But we don't understand how they do it. How do commercial real
estate investors create portfolios worth billions? As an experienced investor, you know that patience and
hard work are equally as important as trying to take your available cash and leverage it toward your next
deal. But according to real estate advisor Brent Sprenkle, building a substantial portfolio requires a
unique drive to weather any storm and keep pushing forward. In Billion Dollar Portfolio, Brent shows
you how to purchase multiple investment properties and maximize your growth by leveraging your
resources-even the ones you didn't know you had. You'll learn how to find the right properties, finance
and reposition them, increase their value, and sell or refinance them for a profit. With the stories of his
most successful investors, you'll see how you too can endure the ups and downs of the business to
ultimately build your own billion-dollar portfolio.
The Man Who Fooled Wall Street, Hollywood, and the World
Billion Dollar Lessons
The True Story of How a Couple of 29-Year-Olds Turned $35,000 into a $1,000,000,000 Cannabis
Company
How to Find and Implement a Winning Mobile Strategy
7 Essentials to Achieve Exponential Growth
Here Are a Few Things to Think About
Billion Dollar Loser
A True Story of Cold War Espionage and Betrayal
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"This is probably the single most valuable resource for the entrepreneurs aspiring to build successful
companies"—Ron Conway, Special Adviser, SV Angel, and investor in Facebook, Google, Twitter,
Foursquare, PayPal, Zappos "I highly recommend Venture Capitalists at Work. This book captures the
personalities and approaches of a number of leading VC practitioners and displays the heart and soul of
the venture capital process, by offering an exclusive window into the voice of the practitioners."—Gus
Tai, Trinity Ventures "Venture Capitalists at Work is a foundational pillar in an entrepreneur's
understanding and resources. This is a first in terms of the level of detail, quality of discussion, and value
to the entrepreneur."—George Zachary, Charles River Ventures and Investor in Twitter Venture
Capitalists at Work: How VCs Identify and Build Billion-Dollar Successes offers unparalleled insights
into the funding and management of companies like YouTube, Zappos, Twitter, Starent, Facebook, and
Groupon. The venture capitalists profiled—among the best in the business—also reveal how they identify
promising markets, products, and entrepreneurs. Author Tarang Shah, a venture capital professional
himself, interviews rising VC stars, Internet and software investment pioneers, and venture investment
thought leaders. You’ll learn firsthand what criteria venture capitalists use to make investments, how they
structure deals, the many ways they help the companies they fund, avoidable mistakes they see all too
often, the role of luck in a success, and why so many startups fail. Venture Capitalists at Work also
contains interviews with those on the receiving end of venture money—entrepreneurs in high-profile
startups that went on to achieve great success. Whether you’re an entrepreneur, an aspiring VC, an M&A
professional, or an ambitious student, the knowledge you will gain from Venture Capitalists at Work
could provide a significant shortcut to success. Other books in the Apress At Work Series: Coders at
Work, Seibel, 978-1-4302-1948-4 CIOs at Work, Yourdon, 978-1-4302-3554-5 CTOs at Work,
Donaldson, Seigel, & Donaldson, 978-1-4302-3593-4 Founders at Work, Livingston, 978-1-4302-1078-8
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European Founders at Work, Santos, 978-1-4302-3906-2 Women Leaders at Work, Ghaffari,
978-1-4302-3729-7 Advertisers at Work, Tuten, 978-1-4302-3828-7 Gamers at Work, Ramsay.
978-1-4302-3351-0
”This book is your chance to learn from others’ mistakes.”-- Entrepreneur In the 1960s, IBM CEO Tom
Watson called an executive into his office after his venture lost $10 million. The man assumed he was
being fired. Watson told him, “Fired? Hell, I spent $10 million educating you. I just want to be sure you
learned the right lessons.” There are thousands of books about successful companies but virtually none
about the lessons to be learned from those that crash and burn. Now Paul Carroll and Chunka Mui draw
on research into more than 750 flameouts to reveal the seven biggest reasons for business failure.
Building Billion Dollar Brands
Spectacular Successes and Cautionary Tales: the Lure of Brand Response from Both Sides of the
Marketing Fence
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